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The United States can only remain strong and independent 

if each of you participate in developing our foreign and 

domestic policies with your vote in this election year. To 

do this, you need the same hard facts and honest arguments 

I need as President. Fuzzy, superficial thinking and inade-

quate statements can never lead to sound judgment -- not by 

you and not by me. 

The real issues facing this Nation are tough and complex. 

They are not susceptible to simplistic characterization or 

quick solutions. Thus, in order to judge the candidates 

appealing for your vote, you must critically analyze not only 

the substance of their positions on the issues, but also the 

accurateness and completeness of their statements. 

For example --

• Can you accept as a national leader a person who incor-
lA.S'--tt .... •"to .. '{ 

rectly claims that the Panama Canal is sovereigr:J' and that 

the J~ft:;,t of that country is a "tin horn dictator"? I 

have adopted a policy which has twin objectives: first, 

I will negotiate with the Panamanians as Presidents Roosevelt 

and Eisenhower did in similar circumstances in order to avoid 

a massive commitment of American troops to protect our interests 

and to protect good relations between our countries. Second, 

I will insist on full use of the Canal consistent with the 

American investment in it. 
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• Do you want a President who claims he can hold taxes 

down but whose record is one of increasing state and local 
pt"O., 6f 1•"'1 p ~11"\S 

taxes and p,.e~e0al0Awhich would shift the tax burden from 

the federal taxpayer to the state? Under my leadership as 

President, taxes have been reduced by , federa~ 

spending has been cut back by$ billion by my use of 

the veto, and state and local control over certain programs 

has been increased without adding at all to their financial 

burden. 

• Why should you vote for a President who has taken no firm 

position on the Nation's crime and drug proble~ on the national 

policy concerning health care, on [add additional examples]? 

For my record, you have two State of the Union Addresses, two 

national budgets submitted to Congress, special 

Messages containing specific legislative proposals and count-

less other specific statements of policy and legislative 

proposals. 

• Can you really accept a leader who once said he would 

repeal the right to work law and more recently has said 

[insert]? For my part, I have said [insert] concerning right 

to work laws, and I vetoed the common situs picketing bill, 

notwithstanding massive pressure from certain leaders of 

organized labor. 

• Do you believe the superficial rhetoric of someone who 
military 

claims that we are second in/strength to the Russians, based 

on selective use of statistics without an overall assessment 
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of their strength compared to ours? [insert line from Gergen 

draft]. 

I Remember, national leaders are not the ultimate source of 

strength which this country needs to maintain its preeminent 

position as the guarantor of world peace and prosperity for 
each 
~kx American. The people are the source of this strength, 

and they must participate in the decision process along with 

their leaders. To do this, they need the plain truth. They 

need the facts. They don't need the superficial rhetoric 

of competing politicians. 
rcJ. 

Demand the facts. Look at what my opponent N~s:xs:~:hix,c .!"!P]i:... 

Look at what I have said, and I'm confident your judgment will 
., . be to support wy o oat2on orrorb. 



DRAFT - M.D. 
4/26/76 

Individuals have made this country independent. 

It will remain strong independent only if each of us 

participates in solving the great problems we confront as 

a Nation. To do this, you need the same hard facts and 

honest arguments as I need as President. Fuzzy, superficial 

thinking and inadequate statements can never lead to sound 

judgment -- not by you and not by me. 

You will participate in developing this Nation's foreign 

and domestic policies with your vote in this election year 

by your reaction to the specific issues raised by the 

various candidates. The meaningful issues are tough and 

complex. They are not susceptible to simplistic characteriza-

tion or quick-fix solutions. 

My campaign has been grounded on presenting the issues 

as they are -- complex, difficult and almost always involving 

the need to pay a price to achieve any benefit. In twenty-

five years of public life at the national level, I have never 

talked down to the people I worked with and the people I served. 

National problems are not politicians' problems. They are 

not government problems; they are the peoples' problems. You 

must be given the facts of the problem -- not simplistic rhetoric. 
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You should challenge as I have challenged -- the 

campaign rhetoric of some who would offer painless and 

simple solutions to complex matters. 

You, the independent voter, which represents the ultimate 

strength of this Nation, must demand the truth from your 

candidate. 

You should challenge those who wrongfully claim that 

a massive amount of federal programs can be transferred to 

state and local governments without your taxes going up or 

services being sharply reduced. So, too, must you question 

those who would offer vague new programs, such as in the 

area of health care, without giving you the price tag. 

Challenge and reject those who have no view of history 

or understanding of international treaties and relations. 

You and I learned in high school that the Panama Canal 

is not sovereign U.S. territory. We learned the lesson 

of trying to dictate to our Latin American neighbors. When 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, in 1936, and Dwight Eisenhower, in 

1955, amended the Panama Treaty, they did so after balancing 

the interests of the United States with the needs and rights 

of Panamanians. If necessary, we will do the same and do so 

with a broad understanding of this complex issue. That year, 

FDR won reelection, carrying every state except Maine and 

Vermont, even though 80% of the press opposed him. The point 

is, the Ai~erican understood him and were not fooled by shrill 

rhetoric which tried to oversimplify the great issues facing 

the country. 
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You must challenge candidates from both parties who 

reject detente by simply stating that the Russians are 

getting a better deal. Where are their specifics? What 

better deal? They will never get a better deal as long as 

I am President. They'll get a fair,negotiated deal and 

nothing more. 

Demand the facts when someone says we are second best. 
e,w't W We~ C 

Conflicts in today's thermo-nuclear age *e ~@I!: ene :t:ili!@bs 

just one class of naval vessels or one type of missile. In 

fact, in a nuclear war there may be no winners at all. But 

the way we avoid war is by being unquestionably the strongest 

nation on earth. Not just strong in one class of weapons, 

but rather the strongest nation overall compared to any other 

nation. 

Each of you as individual voters must also provide for 

your own wellbeing and the wellbeing of your family. Challenge 

the accuracy of those who tell you the economy is still headed 

downhill. Do not accept the [insert economic point]. 

The strength of this country very definitely depends on 

the informed judgment of each of its citizens and the participa-

tion of all of us in our national election. You must consider 

the issues raised by the candidates as you make up your mind. 

Do not be fooled by ,· £M•Wtic &w~ glib statements which seek 

to provide simplistic solutions to complex problems. Bore 

in and demand the facts. Challenge the accuracy and complete-

ness of the information you are given. 
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My record as President is based on a willingness to 

speak plainly and truthfully to the American people and 

let the chips fall where they may by presenting an honest 

statement of the facts and a clear explanation of my solu-

tion. You will find it in two State of the Union Addresses, 

in two budgets I submitted to Congress, in Messages 

I have sent to Congress on specific subjects proposing specific 

pieces of legislation, and in ______ speeches addressing 

specific problems facing the country. My record is there; 

it is specific and it is clear. I will stand by the facts 

I have used and the arguments I have made. I have not talked 

down to the American people, but rather share~ burden pre-

sented by the decisions I must make as Presidentlfi_th yi(}. 



AIRPORT ARRIVAL STATEMENT IN NEBRASKA 

I've come to Nebraska to ask for help in keeping my 

job. 

I believe it is critically important for the Nation 

that the great changes we have begun for this country over 

the last twenty months continue for the next four and a 

half years. 

We are moving out of the recession, largely because of 

my unrelenting opposition to the free-spending Democratic 

Congress. 

The unemployment rate has been reversed and is now 

heading down with millions of more jobs becoming available 

in the private sector, thereby giving Americans dignified 

and long-term employment. In the past year, we have cut 

inflation in half and it is still going down, thereby making 

each of your dollars go a little bit further. 

Overcoming the desire of Congress to spend more, I have 

in fact cut your federal taxes, thereby putting those 

dollars back in your pockets for you to spend as you see 

fit. 

I have reversed the trend of a growing federal government 

and with specific effective action, we are actually beginning 

to cut it down to a responsible size. Most importantly, 

from my point of view, the federal government is going 

become responsive to individual Americans. Government 
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employees are darn well going to listen to Americans and 

respond to their needs. They are the servants of the people, 

and as long as I'm President, they're going to act that way. 

I am getting my defense budget through the Congress which 

will be the first increase since Although 

I fought for higher defense spending every year as a leader 

of Congress, the Democratic majority most often cut back on 

my program levels. But, .a:s President, I have taken this 

issue to the people and,using the power of that Office, we 

are now going to get the increased spending, notwithstanding 

the opposition in Congress. 

I've been completely candid and honest with the American 

people. Thus, integrity is being restored at the federal 

level, and that is perhaps the most important legacy of 

my first term. 

There are, of course, many more important turning points 

that have occurred over the last twenty months and must 

continue in the future. I believe the country needs a man 

in the White House who will take on the Congress from a posi-

tion of experience and a position of strength. My roots are 

in mid-America. I was born in this State. I understand 

the need, the aspirations and the views of the people. The 

country needs that perspective, and it also needs somebody 

who can get the job done in Washington. 

I'm here because we must win in November, and to do so I 

need the support of Nebraska Republicans. 



(Chanock) Draft 5/S /7G 

In this campaign, I have travelled a great deal, met thousands 

of people and listened to their concerns. I have known victory and I 

have known defeat. But, I have learned something which is very 

important. Ronald Reagan is a better politician than I am. He knows 

the quick answer to a question which makes everything seem so simple. 

He is a trained and experienced performer on stage, radio, and 

television. ,~ 
But, I have also learned something else. Being a good politician 

is different from being a good President. And I think I am a good President. 

And it is my intention to continue to be a good President until January 20. 

From now on, I am going to try to explain what being a good President 

means to me and I'll let the voters decide if they agree or disagree. 

Let me take a few examples out of our recent past to illustrate 

for you how a good President must sometimes be a bad politician. 

When I took office twenty-one months ago, this country faced three 

major challenges: 

First, confidence in government after Watergate was at an all-time 

low. 
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·-
Second , ou r economy was in the depth s of a recession, our p eople 

ra cked b y infla tion and unemployment. 

Third, our national will was called into question by our allies and 

our pot e ntial adversaries. 

In short, the country was {eeling from the trauma of Watergate, 

the weight of recession, and the tragedy of Vietnam. 

I have had an open Administration and restored confidence in our 

government • . To put an end to Watergate, I pardoned the former President. 

It w as not a popular decision. It was not a political dec i sion. But, 

it was the right decision for getting this country out of the mire of 

Watergate and for focusing our sights on the great future we deserve. 

I have said no to big spenders in Congress. I have said no to those 

w ho w ould pump up our economy in an election year. I have consolidated 

many programs into bloc grants and rev enue sharing. I have reformed food 

stamps and cut the size of the Federal Bureaucracy by 100, 000 people. 

I have put a ceiling on Federal pay raises. 
~- fDR;,-..__ 

I have increased the social <:i <'..,.·-

security tax in an election year to ensure that the money is there when 

you need it. I have vetoed a jobs bill which would have spurred another 

round of inflation. I stood tough until New York City bailed its elf out. I 

have deregulated national gas prices and signed the energy bill which 

will cause prices to rise now while securing our energy i ndependence for 

the future. In short, I have not financed by election with your tax dollars. 

None of these decisions are the pork barrel politics which help an incumbent 

politician's re-election. But they were the right decisions for a President 

to make who cares about our future. 

c::i · 
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I brought o ne hundred a nd fifty thousand Vietnarnese refugee s t o 

America when we already had far too many unemployed. I sent our 

armed forces to rescue the Mayaguez when our nation was still fearful 

of any type of involvement. I granted amnesty to Vietnam deserters . 

I am in negotiations on the Panama Canal to ensure our right to defend 

and operate the canal. And, with your help, I have convinced Congress 

to accept the largest defense budget in peace time history while many 

cry out for more social programs . 

But I have had my disappointments too . I tried to secure aid for 

Vietnam, Cambodia, and Angola to defend themselves and determine 

their own future. 

And I have even been known to fall down once in a while . 



Some items in this folder were not digitized because it contains copyrighted 
materials.  Please contact the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library for access to 

these materials. 
 



MEMORAJ.'-J DUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE W HIT E HO U SE 

WASHINGTON 

May 28, 1976 

DOUG SMITH 

MIKE DUVAL 

Speech Insert 

Doug, attached is an article by Lou Harris which contains 
a quote that might fit well in some future speech by the 
President. 

This seems to be a good piece of evidence supporting a 
point often made by the President. 

bee: Dave Gergen 
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3y Louis Harris 
BOTH FOR:.fER GoY. Jimmv Carter 

0: Georgia ai,d tr.e public opi1!ion polls 
~::are a cor.1mon problem this ele~tion 
ye;ir. In neo.rly e\·ery test made of Car-
ter's likely percentage cf the \·ote in the 
p~imaries, t:ie pe,!1s have overestimated 
his strength by bet\reen 5 and 10 per-
cent:1.ge points. . 

In other ~·ord,;, 5 to 10 ~r cent of the 
electorate in each state tended to sav 
t':ey would yote for Carter, but didn:t 
r:r.d up doi:1g it. l"npublished polls, con-
<J·.:cted for the candid2tes, have shown 
,:,e s:ime phe:!omer.0:1. 

Should this pattern prevail, and should 
! C:J.,ter er.-:. up 2.s ,he Democratic nomi-

:1ee for Presic.ent. the polls v.-ill have to 
:nake adjustme:ns in their estimates of 
Carter _~trenfh, or they \\ill be ,1Tong 
come );o\·e::10s:r. 

In the recent ~Iaryl:md primary, the _ 
Baltimore Si.!n poll, conducted by a rep- ) 
mable research firm, estimated a nar- ; 
rc..w Carter lead in its final sun-ev of ·i 
j,:s~ on,r t;Ov E'.~ely-t<>-\"Gte Tu,moc~ats . . 
Caner lost that primary by 49 to 37 per 
cent marc::n to California's Gov. Jerrv 
Brown. - · 

L'1 the H3rris org3nizatioi~·s polli.ng 
efforts b2.c:;: in the Penns\·l\"ania Demo-
cr2tic pri!:m;ry, the "nw:;, results of a 
surwv oi SH likel\·-to-rnte Democrat; 
indicited t!-,at Carte·r W3S the oreferred 
choice of ~r cent. However,· a follow-
up question that aske~ ho\\" strongly 1 

• 

tho,;e voters felt about Carter as their 
choice re\·ealed no more than 46 per 
cent ·who felt strongly 2.bout him. · An 
.1djustment was made for incensity of 
commitment, an::l the esdma,e fo r the 
Carter vote became 37 per cer.t, which 
jibed \\ith the result of the p;·imary. 

The question that must be as\ed is 
why voters haYe said llney would cast 
their ballots for Carter, but have not 
taken the trouble to rnte, or have voted 
and not gi\·en him their backing. 
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THE AXSWEit can be found in the 
specific det.p._~ls of ,Yha;_rn'.-t:i"S- tbc'..lght of 
Carter _as iLc~mdidate· in the 'peri.nsvlva-
ni.a primar-y, which made C?.rter- the 
Democratic frontrunner . 

O Carter \·;e-s well known to the vct-
ers, \dth a. nearlf. unanimous 97 per 
c~nt who said they were familiar with 
hJm, s~. visibility and- exposure were not 
his problem. _ 
110 But out of 10 Carter attributes a 

, majorit): was 2ble to say po~:tive things 
about l11m on only one: tha: "he is a 
man of hig~ integrity." E;-en here, :J7 

. pe,r cent _said they felt the:; could not 
· make a judgment. . . . 

·1 ' 

e A 4::1 to ·'.22 per cem pluralitv felt . 
!hat Carter is "the kind of new, · fresh .. 
race needed in the White House," but 30 
pet· cent could not render an opinion. 

G On "having the cour2"e not to _,_ . ::, 
. m=e promises to get \·otes," he sco;-ed 

::G to 20 per cent positiYe, \1ith -H per 
cent unc'ertain. 

O On being "a deeply religious man 
and that is ap·pealing to me," only :J8 

_.per cent answered positive!•;. There was 
a 14 per cent negative resp-Jn;;e, and the 
largest group, -l3 per. c-cnt, w:s not sure. 
. By 3'7 c::> 13 per cen:, tbe publk 
agreed about ~mter's " record as go..-er-
nor _of Georgia qualifying him to be 
President." -.. · -- . 

·e On Carter's "not being obli!Zated to 
anyone if he gets the nomi:!i.ition-and 
thot is good," 36, per eer.t ::ns1',ered fa-
vorably, 18 p'"r cent dennuTed but ·a 
pluralit_:-,_ -IB µer cent, had no opinion . 
. Lookmg at the positive side of tr.e cob 

for Carter. one would h2.\·e to conclude 
that .these iavc•rable views of him were 
rather thirJy held and shallow in intensi-t::. And , it ~hould b,e recalled, the Har-
ns-ABC P,;!t c<'ught these Yo,ers as they 
made t_heir dc;c:ision to gi•;e -Carte,r his 
most 1rnpon;;r~t prim , • \·icton· in 
Pen.nsyl\·ania. q. · - . .. .. , . 

f"'' . ~nicago Tri~une, 5/27/76 

Election: 

In- aaamon, pluralities had doubts 
a~out ~arter for his statemen.ts on eth- ;,:t 
me punty, and for "saying or!e thing to 'J..J 
one group and another to and:er to !let ;J 
votes." There also were other objections ' 
to his "ducking taking stands on issues -~ 

avoid offer,d~ng ar.!'one," and because 
underneath bis smile, he is a tou'.7h 

and cold-blooded politician." :\ sizable "-
39 to 49 per cent of the P ennsylvania 
Democrats were unsure about these n~"'- ... 
«tiYe !3-SpecL, of Carter . 

0 

HOW THE:\' tlid C:nier wb Penu;yl-
\·3nia so h,rndsomely? · ,. 
. The _an~wer can be found in the :·ejec- .... 

tron cf his two main rirnls in th:it con- , 
test-\\:ashington Sen. Henr:: .Jackio.n... "'-
a~rmna Rep:.Jlon!s Uda '.l.}ty79 tol 

rt;'J Pl;r c,~n~, Pen~i"1lemocrats V" 
_telt ~nat tu~ troub,e \"1th your ~etting l 
specia.l benefits and handouts from "O\·-
ernment these days is that \'•Ju·n have , 
to pay for them four or five ·umes ow 
in hitJ:~~::-.fil_.:;J ac"son w&., aswdst-

' ea \,:1th "01·erpromising" by a 3-to-~ 
marg1n. 

By 62 to 24 pet cent, these same Pc:,:1-
sylYania Demo~rals said tha, ··the tr•Jl!-
ble wirh most l:beral Democt·ats is tl-:at 

· t~ey ~hink_ problem;; can be sol•;ed by 
tnrowu1g• mc_ney at them, and that is 

· v,rong." By a :Ho-·! mar.,.in Cdall ,ra, 
Wentified as the ,champio; of che liberal 
CT.ndidates. · 

Thus, e,·eri .. In a primary that. he ·,ron 
by_ a 1:3-point m::irgin and ths.t made him 
the frontrunner, Carter won as a resiclu-
?l candidate-the best of tr.~ lot w'.io 
nappened to · be running . 

_GiYen the degree of disenchantment 
':?th the entire political est2.biishment 
tms ye.a~, Carter ~2.s benefaed by bei:ig 
the ou.:;1der, untamted by ests.olishment 
?r \\'a~hington connections. Bc.:t te ai30 
nas f_atled to establish his 01,n po;;iti,·c 
constituen:y, and so his vote in the polls 
must be ne\red as ;;soft " .\••ri bena•· - o. 

of this "softness" both Ca;.t~; and t~; 
p:ills are on treacherous ground in fa.is 
election contest. 

rmcnitt
Text Box
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 17, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR JIM CONNOR 
DOUG SMITH 

FROM: MIKE DUVAL 

SUBJECT: INTERNATIONAL TRADE WEEK SPEECH 

I understand there is some talk about the President doing an 
International Trade Week speech. I have uncovered some sub-
stantial opposition to this, particularly on the Hill. If 
you hear any movement in this area, please keep me advised. 
I . have alerted the EPB to be on the lookout for it. 



VV LJ L, JT • 

:6 0 TV 

President Ford: }'1y fellow Americans; Hhile I have been your 

President, recovery has replaced the worst 

recession in 40 years. 

Over two and a half million more Americans are 

working, now, than a year ago. Total employment 

is the highest in our history. 

I have always believed that to hold down the 

cost of living, we must hold down the cost of 

government. That's just common . sense. 

So I vetoed huge, giveaway spending bills, passed 

by Congress, that would have cost taxpayers another 
, , 

13 billion dollars. 

As a result, runaway inflation has been brought 

under control. It has drooped from a rate of 12 

per cent to less than 4 per cent. Your dollars 

are worth more. 

My goal is full recovery without inflation. 

Steadily and surely, America is moving towards 

that goal. 

Announcer (V .0 ): Your President's performance has earned your 

support. Vote in the primary on May 18th. 



President Ford: ~fuile I have been your President, recovery has 

replaced recession. 

Two and a half million more Americans are working, 

now, than a year ago. 

I vetoed huge giveaway spending bills 

(passed by Congress.) 

Holding down the cost of government, we held 

down the cost of living. Inflation was 12 

per cent. Now it's under 4 per cent. 

Your dollars are worth more. 

America is moving forward again. 

Announcer (V.O): Your President ('s performance) has earned your 

support. Vote on Hay 18th. 
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(Gergen) (6/11/76) 

INSERT: SOUTHERN BAPTIST SPEECH 

Not long ago, one of the most prominent sons of the South, 

J. William Fulbright, wro.te a book about Washington, entitled "The 

Arrogance of Power." It was concerned with our foreign policy at the 

time, but its message stretches far beyond to the very way, that business 

is conducted in Washington. 

The fact is that there is too much arrogance of power in Washington. 

We have seen it not just in the foreign policy of the past, no!: just in 

the way that Washington has tried to dictate to the rest of the country, 

and not just in the scandals of Watergate. We see this arrogance of power 

this very day in some of the behavior that has been revealed on Capitol 

Hill. 

I have been deeply distressed by these latest series of disclosures 

because the country cannot afford to lose faith once more in its political 
,, 

institutions and its elected representatives. If we ever reach the day when 

we have Gomorrah on the Potomac,all will be lost. 

This morning I met with the Attorney General, Edward Levi, and 

gave him three instructions: 

First, I want the laws of the land that apply to misuse of official 

power to be impartially but vigorously enforced. 
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Second, I want to know if the laws now on the books are sufficiently 

_strong to deter arrogant abuses of power. 

Finally, even as justice must be pursued vigorously, so must 

it also be applied fairly with scrupulous regard for individual 

rights and individual privacy. I want no leaks from any official 

investigations that would tend to smear anyone. 

My interest as Chief Executive is to ensure that justice is done and 

the rights of the innocent are zealously protected. 

As to those offenses which do not violate the laws of the land, let us 

recognize that there are higher laws. Each and every one of us must 

ultimately answer to our God, a God that admonished vs : "Judge not, 

lest ye be judged." Let us, then, not try to sit in moral judgment on 

the lives of others but seek, through our own behavior, to set a moral 

standard that will show the way for future generations. We need have 

no fear if truth and love shall reign in our hea~ts. 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT : 

THE WH lT E HOUSE 

WASH IN GTON 

July 6, 1976 

BOB ORBEN 

DAVE GERGEN~ 

Remarks for the Queen 

There is a widespread feeling within the staff that 
it would be extremely helpful if the President could 
capture the mood of the country this past weekend in his 
opening day remarks for the Queen. That would have to be 
done in a few, quotable phrases that the networks could --
and would want -- to re-run. 

Mike Duval and I have worked out the attached and 
hope that it will be seriously considered for the 
arrival or evening remarks. It could replace the second 
paragraph on page 6 of the current arrival remarks. 

cc: Foster Chanock 
Dick Cheney 
Mike Duval 
Allan Greenspan 
Ron Nessen 
Doug Smith 



Insert for Queen's Visit 

Your Majesty, one of the greatest gifts you have given 

to us during this Bicentennial is your own visit to our 

shores. We are deeply touched that you have chosen to 

honor us in this way, and you will find all Americans 

extending to you and to Prince Phillip a warm and generous 

welcome . 

As you travel through our Nation, I hope -- and trust 

that you will find something else in these United States: 

a ~ew sense of unity, of friendship, of purpose and 

tranquility. 

Something magical happened in America this past 

weekend. A spirit of unity and togetherness, welling 

deep within the country's soul, sprang to the surface 

in a way that we had almost forgotten. People showed once 

again that they care, that they want to live in peace and 

harmony with their neighbors, that they want to pull together 

for the good of the Nation and indeed for the good of man-

kind. 

This weekend we had a marvelous rebirth of the 

A.i~erican spirit, and in the days ahead, we would very much 

like to share that spirit with you. 



DRAFT INSERT FOR THE PRESIDENT'S WELCOMING REMARKS AT 
ARRIVAL CEREMONY FOR QUEEN ELIZABETH 

Your Majesty, as you travel throughout the United States 
-,'vl. r---e l'I e ,ua.J 

and see more and more Americans, you will experience/..., 
A ...... r,c..•""' 
Aspirit,il-11 I rou,try 

As I celebrate') with 215 million other Americans,/ our 

country's Bicentennial over the past weekend, I sensed this 

spirit among my fellow citizens. It is an intangible 

sense of unity, of purpose, of harmony, of tranquility. It 

is that sense of calm which we experience• when we are at 

peace with ourselves. It . comes 

from having a strong moral base and a sense of direction. 

This last weekend our celebrations were characterized 

by diversity and harmony. Your Majesty, this celebration 

brought to the surface almore power#uilmessage~than any 

single event or ceremony can ever be. What struck me, and 

I trust will impress you is that Americans genuinely want 

to know and work with their neighbor51 to be a part of pulling 

together for the national good, and indeed for the good of 

mankind. 
.J'-'Sr 

We are people, united not~in celebration of the spirit 

that was, but in determination to continue the American 

spirit that made us the great nation._. we are. 
·-;, 

' :,; 

:i y .~ 
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OUTLINE OF POINTS TO MAKE IF THE PRESIDENT VETOES 
THE TAX CUT EXTENSION AND PUBLIC WORKS BILL 

When I became President, I promised you straight talk. 
That means at times I will have to take actions which 
are not popular and which could be politically harmful, 
especially in an election year. 

Congress has sent me two pieces of legislation which I 
am certain the Democratic majority feels are veto-proof'. 
In an election year they are very attractive. One of 
them is a tax cut and the other would provide pork barrel 
programs. 

As far as the Public Works Bill is concerned, my position 
on that has been made clear. [State position in one - at 
the most 2 sentences.] This bill will spend$ million 
dollars over budget which comes out of the pockets of every 
American taxpayer. 

The tax extension passed by Congress is far short of what 
I proposEilbut, more importantly, violates an important 
principle. This would extend the current tax cut, but 
I propose that the tax cut be increased to$ billion. 
This would have meant additional savings for every 
taxpayer. However, there is a principle involved. I have 
taken the position that our economy should be stimulated 
by reducing the tax burdens on all Americans and letting 
them spend the money as they see fit. The Democratic 
majority in Congress has a different idea. They want to 
allow the tax cuts, but increase Federal spending at the 
same time. 

As every American knows, this means great deficits which 
lead to inflatiop. Thus, if the Democratic majority in 
Congress has its way, and reduces ta~es while an increase 
in spending, the sure loser will be each American. Although 
it will look like you are getting a tax cut and thus more 
money to spend, what will really happen is that prices 
will go up as inflation increases, and thus you will pay 
the cruelest tax of all -- the inflation tax. 

Accordingly, I'm going to veto both of these bills. They 
represent all that is wrong with the system now working in 
Washington, which has resulted because of forty years of 
a Democratic majority in Congress. It is important that 
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I stand up as President and make the point that principle 
must prevail. I do so with full expectation that my vetoes, 
especially on the tax cut, will be overridden. 

I am, nevertheless, willing to accept the possibility of this 
override in Congress and the political consequences of my 
actions today -- vetoing the tax cut and pork barrel spending 
in election year -- because of the principle involved. I 
said that I would propose and fight for a tax cut· only if 
Congress would reduce spending. In a Senate/House Resolu-
tion passed on , the majority of Congress gave 
their word to link Federal spending reductions with tax 
reductions. These two bills, better than anything else, 
represent their inability to keep their promise -- to me 
and to the American people. 

Therefore, with full recognition that this will be a politically 
unpopular act and in expectation that Congress may override 
my vetoes, I am returning both bills without my signature. 

ALTERNATIVES 

Same as above, but only veto Public Works Bill. Say tax 
bill goes in the right direction (per President's request for 
a larger tax cut) but he will not commit the deficit to rise. 



DRAFT: Duval: 7/10/76 
(1 min., 45 sec.) 

DRAFT STATEMENT FOR TV AS PRESIDENT VETOES APPROPRIATIONS 
BILLS ON MONDAY, JULY 12 

Today, I am exercising the Constitutional power of the 

President and casting my 5 , 5 and 5 vetoes. Taken 

together, these bills which were passed by a large majority 

of Congress would result in the Federal Government wasting 

$ billion of taxpayers money on unnecessary expenditures. 

I certainly do not enjoy exercising my veto power. I 

would much prefer to sign constructive legislation which 

will help individual Arnerieans and promote the national 

interest. Our Bicentennial experiences over the past 

several weeks have demonstrated a new mood and spirit in 

America. There is a new sense of tranquility in our country. 

Over the Fourth of July, Americans rediscovered the pleasure 

of being with one another and the strength that comes from 

community involvement. 

While I do not want these vetoes to dampen this new 

spirit, we must face the reality that we cannot just look 

back over a successful 200 years of experimenting in demo-

cracy. We must continually find better ways of governing 

ourselves. These three bills which Congress has sent me 

represent the old way of doing business. 
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It represents unnecessary election year spending, which 

has become a trademark of the Democratic majority which 

has governed this Congress for forty our of the past 

forty-four years. 

I have set forth a new direction for the Federal 

Government, and I intend to fight -- at every step of 

the way -- against the traditional spenders. 

My new direction is simple: stop wasteful Government 

spending, make Government programs serve people better, 

and return the money saved to each American in the form 

of tax cuts. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

ROBERT ORBEN n<l,; 
CRAIG SMITH u-v / 

Specific Issue Speeches 

In past Presidential speaking, the approach to specific issues of a 
substantive nature has been guided by several factors: 

1) issue importance to voters: (Throughout this memo voters 
and audience are treated as the same.) Voters, as audiences for 
speeches , expect candidates to address major is sues. 

2) audience positions on substantive issues: If the American or 
local audience for a speech is sharply divided, raising the divisive 
issue can alienate voters. If, however, there is some unanimity, 
a candidate can use the issue to his advantage. 

3) generating issues: A good speech can make an issue more 
important in a campaign. Such speeches often put the candidate on 
the offensive thereby giving him more control of the campaign. 
(e.g. Reagan on the Canal.) 

4) linkage of is sues; Too often, candidates treat is sues as 
discrete, when in fact they are interrelated. (e.g. Busing and 
government interferences. ) 

In light of these four factors, I suggest that the President employ 
two strategies which have only begun to emerge in his speech making. 

Fir st, the President should argue that his administration, unlike 
the opposition, has taken a comprehensive approach to substantive issues. 
(This is touched upon in the State of Union Address.) He realizes that 
better housing is as much a deterrent to cri1ne as gun control; that an 
end to government interference begins not only with revenue sharing but 
with an end to unnecessary busing; that land conservation is as much a 
result of planning urban growth as of maintaining farm productivity. 
In this way, specific issues could be developed as part of a network that 
represented the unique, integrated approach of this administration. 
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Lesser issues would be elevated in importance by their connection 
to the entire network. Controversial issues would be tempered by their 
association with more desired positions. 

Second, the President should claim his constituency by demonstrating 
that for twenty-seven years he has stood for what Americans now see 
as a sensible approach to problems. The shift right in American thinking 
(less government, less inflation, less intanglement abroad, common 
sense solutions) has accelerated since 1970. Democrats have already 
moved to steal away this historically Republican position. The President 
should tie his issue-positions to the "growing American consensus" so that 
he is identified with the majority of voters. One way to accomplish such 
identification is to give a speech describing this 11 consensus 11 or at least 
to make it a theme in a major speech. Touching on motivations and 
values of this audience, would not be difficult. Such persuasion could 
serve as a backdrop to the issue speeches. 

In short, these issue speeches need to be linked to a comprehensive 
administrative policy. That policy then needs to be linked to the 
aspirations of the American voter. Such a strategy would allow for the 
consistent development of several more specific speeches. 
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RE: Speech Proposal #1 - - THE GROWING AMERICAN CONSENSUS .....___....., 

Purpose: To identify a constituency that is capable of producing 
a majority at the polls. To outline motivations and values of the 
American voters in such a way as to reveal that they are consistent 
with the values of the President. 

Problem: President Ford has a large, potential constituency. 
His speeches and legislative initiatives are in tune with a growing 
American consensus. But no clear effort has been made to identify 
and claim this consensus. Therefore, others have raided the majority 
consensus and taken it from the President. (The party of McGovern 
is now the party of Carter; that is, the party of liberal congressional 
spenders is the party of anti- Washington reformers.) As a pragmatist 
and realist in government for over a quarter of a century, the President 
has watched the voters return again and again to his pragmatic principles. 
But at no time since World War II have these principles been embraced 
by a larger segment of the voters. 

Americans are finally realizing that the question is not whether 
we embrace truisms, but how we implement them that is important. 
Too often politicians have promised to solve our problems only to create 
new ones. The President is a doer, not a promiser. He saves money, 
i:_~stores the economy, restores the peace, and refurns confidence to 
the Pres-idency. These are real accomplishments, not vagu~mises. -· --

Solution: The Administration must make clear its accomplishments 
in the frame work of the majority's values and sensibilities. "Of course, 
we need to live within our means. Of course, we need to provide civil 
justice in every way we can. Of course, we need to keep America strong 
in the face of foreign challenge. Of course, we need to maintain a sound 
educational system. On these issues and others, the American public has 
reached a consensus and this administration has followed that mandate. 
From this consensus, it is possible to move forward to take care of un-
finished business. We can bring health where there is disease, peace where 
there is strife, progress where there is poverty. 

A side from programs, the new American consensus is manifesting 
itself in a spirit of renewal. During the bicentennial celebration on 
the fourth of July, millions of New Yorkers crowded around their historic 
harbor to see the tall ships; they returned the next day unsatisfied with 
only a day of celebrating. Hundreds of thousands of Philadelphians stood 
in silence, as the President led them in prayer. A million citizens came 
to Washington D. C. that evening to celebrate America's 200th birthday; 
with no problem more serious than a traffic jam, they cheered a renewed 
faith in country. 
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Ame ricans want diligence, not dis sent; they want progress, not 
protest ; th ey want spirit, not strife. The R epub lican party has neve r 
out promised the Democratic, but it has always out performed them. 
It has been no different with this administration. 

The American people are wise enough to know which party and 
which candidates have sincerely held pragmatic and realistic positions 
over time and which have only recently seen fit to embrace them. 

Speech Proposal #2 - - A COMMUNITY OF T HE LAND 

Purpose: To outline the President's pos ition on land use control. 
To identify the President with American 1 s natural ties to the land. 

Problem: Amer ican culture and society have been shaped by the 
land. Key phrases in our heritage begin to tell us how dependent on the 
land we are: 11 New World , 11 11 Property rights, 11 11 Frontier spirit, 11 and 
"A place of our own. 11 

But through time we have often abused the land. Robert Frost 
put it best when he said, "The land was ours before we were the lands. 11 

He understood, as we all must, that the land is no longer unlimited and 
that its uses are not limitless. 

The incredible growth of our cities, the astronomical increase 
in property values, and farm land shrinkages are but clues to a major 
problem. Today, soil erosion from wind and water continues unabated. 
Urban sprawl eats up valuable agricultural land. We may soon face a 
shortage of crop land which will mean we will have trouble feeding our 
o wn citizens, let alone the starving abroad. 

This uncontrolled growth, and unwarranted neglect have resulte d 
in several secondary problems. Mass transit sy s tems have failed to 
keep pace with urban development. Congestion, pollution, and city 
center decay have resulted. 

Solution: "Our country was founded on a healthy respe c t for the land. 
If we return to the early principles of our forefathers, we will regain a 
new sense of community with the land. The administration has taken 
several steps to solve the problem: We have proposed and passed several 
viable housing policies. Among them is one for $20. 8 million which 
encourages local experimentation with rent rates , resident management, 
and housing reform. We have sponsored grants for urban redevelopme nt 
of center cities. And we have done a good deal to encourage the 
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preservation of the farm fan~ily. In this way we have tried to create 
a sense of neighborhood in the city, and a community of the land in the 
country. 

But more needs to be done in the future. Our revenue sharing is 
only the beginning of a list of reforms needed to bring back a system of 
creative federalism. We propose a system wherein localities can 
experiment with property tax relief, zoning regulation, appreciation 
recapture, and transit efficiency. 

We note that farmers produce more and at lower prices when they 
do not face the entaglements of government regulation. We have proposed 
legislation to make it rewarding to be a farmer. We have asked Congress 
to approve our taxing system which would make it easier for small farms 
and small businesses to continue to be productive. 

All of these measures are aimed at a more controlled and sensible 
use of America's greatest resource, land. These measures also encourage 
more local experimentation, which in turn should help to develop a better 
sense of community in our cities and on our farms." 

Speech Proposal #3 -- A COMPREHENSIVE LOOK AT NATIONAL HEALTH 

Purpose: To convey the President's integrated approach to the 
problem of national health care. The opposition has considered the 
question of health in isolation. This administration has consistently taken 
the position that the physical well-being of our citizens is related to 
several programs. There is more to health care than medical insurance 
and hospitalization. 

Problem: America faces a crisis in health care for both specific 
and general reasons. Specifically, government intervention has deterred 
the development of adequate, economical, private insurance programs. 
Useless paper work, personnel, and grant monies have resulted from 
the array of legislation forced through Democratic adn1inistrations and 
Congresses. 

Generally, major causes of health problems have been improperly 
dealt with by the opposition. Unlike them, we analyze the relationship 
between health and crime prevention, urban blight, and environmental 
protection. 
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Solution: 11 This administration has consistently proposed a two 
fold attack on health care problems. Specifically, we have cut back 
useless spending and involvement in state affairs, where th e opposition 
has not overruled us. For the future, we will continue to support 
catastrophic health insurance for everyone on medicaid, scrutiny of res ear ch 
grants, competitive rates among private health insurance companies. 
Furthermore, we need to offer more middle income families high quality 
health service at prices they can afford. 

Generally, we seek the opportunity to continue to deal with the 
major causes of poor health. Threats to health such as crime have 
been a consistent target of this administration. Through international 
diplomacy and federal assistance programs, we have tried to reduce 
drug abuse . Through the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
we have tried to reduce overcrowding and poor quality housing. Through 
other administrative agencies we tried to maintain a clean, and healthy 
environment. 

It is my belief that health care becomes a national responsibility 
when the causes of the problem are of national dimension. Where that 
has occurred, my administration has implemented programs to deal with 
the problem. Where health care has local causes, we have through 
revenue sharing and other assistance encouraged local remedies. In all 
cases, we have examined the larger picture to see how various other 
problems and programs affect health care. This integrated approach 
marks our suggestions with a realisrn and pragmatism which guarantees 
success in our battle to end disease and health related problems in 
America. 11 

Speech Proposal #4 -- PRESERVING AMERICA FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS 

Purpose: To reveal the President 1s approach to problems likely 
to develop in the next few generations. To argue that continuity in office 
is essential to the solving of major problems. 

Problems: Too often the Democratically controlled Congress takes 
up problems after a crisis has developed. This practice is costly and 
inefficient; it becomes more dangerous as we move into our third century. 
The serious nature of the problems we face, demands long range planning, 
not stop gap, last minute programs. 

1) Urban growth needs coordination if we are to prevent further 
financial and physical decay in our cities. Pollution and mass 
transportation are but two of the problems arising out of unplanned 
urban expansion. 
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2) Food production is not keeping pace with population growth. 
Vital crop land is being destroyed by urban grO\vth and erosion. 
While adequate food supplies exist now, future generations fac e 
massive inflation at best, and major food shortages, at worst. 

3) Mineral demands are outstripping domestic supply. .We 
continue to increase our reliance on foreign resources. Such 
a policy produces inflated prices and may lead to the cut off 
of vital materials. 

4) The energy situation continues to deteriorate . Reliance on 
foreign oil has increased since the 1973 crisis. Development 
of alternate energy sources is slow and uncompetitive. 

Solution: This administration has argued for an integrated view 
of problem areas. Our energy needs relate to economic productivity. 
Land use planning affects food supplies as well as the construction 
industry. 

"Given the interrelated nature of these problems, I propose that 
we abandon the crisis mentality that characterizes the opposition's 
approach to problems. We need to begin now to solve problems that 
will affect generations to come. 

Specifically, my energy proposals would, through deregulation, 
encourage the search for gas and oil, while making alternate fuel sources 
more competitive. My· farm program would preserve the crop land 
that now exists and give incentives for the development of untouched areas. 

For the future, I recommend that the federal government: 

1) Work with states and localities to coordinate urban growth. 
Neighborhoods and crop land should be preserved consistent 
with pollution regulations and transportation needs. 

2) Initiate a food program to stabilize prices, maintain adequate 
reserves, and expand our food for peace program. 

3) Initiate a coordinated program of mineral preservation and 
ocean resource recovery. 

The problems of the future must be solved now if we are to avoid 
serious crises. The solutions may be costly, the answers may be hard, 
but it is better to leave a bountiful nation to our children than to have 
them pay the cost of our lethargy. " 



TALKING POINTS FOR THE PRESIDENT'S REMARKS AS HE 
GREETS THE DELEGATES TO GIRLS AND BOYS NATION 

You have been studying how our government here in Washington 

functions. I have been fortunate to serve the American people 

in two of our three branches for over a quarter of a century. 

Our system does work. In fact, it is clearly the best system 

of government in the world. 

But this system can and should be improved. One of the central 

problems we face is the inability of the Congress to make 

the hard decisions which entail sacrifice in the near-term, 

but provide for the national well-being in the future. 

My shorthand way of describing this problem is that Congress 

has been unwilling to accept a near-term cost for a long-term 

benefit. This unfortunate fact has been very harmful for our 

country. 

Let me give you two examples. On 

I asked Congress to enact a 

of this year, 

tax cut which would 

have reduced the federal income tax burden of each taxpayer 

by$ I argued that the best way to stimulate our 

economy was by cutting federal spending, giving the money back 

to the taxpayers, and let them spend it as they see fit, in 

order to stimulate our economy. Now, from the Congressman's 
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point of view, that meant a reduction in federal goverr.ment 

programs for which the members of Congress like to take 

individual credit. Thus, from their perspective, they would 

have less money to give out, and this would be the price they 

would pay for letting the American people stimulate the economy 

which would benefit this Nation in the long run. Congress 

rejected this and have not cut federal spending and have not 

enacted my tax cut. 

Another example is our energy program. The simple fact is 

that the only way we can become independent of foreign oil 

producers is by tightening our belt, paying the increased 

cost of energy and using less of it,while producing more 

here at home. This is tough medicine for any politician, 

and Congress ducked when faced with this reality. As a result, 

we have not paid that near-term cost for energy independence 

and our children and grandchildren will ultimately have to pay an 

even higher price as we become more energy dependent. 



Sep t emb e r 14, 197 6 . · 
JC: MD 

RESPONSE TO BIG GOVE~~MENT ISSUE 

When left unchecked, every level of government has 

a tendency to grow. In the past, we have seen this at 

the city, State and Federal level. 

I believe this is a serious problem. If we were an 

undeveloped country with only a few qualified people, it 

might make sense to concentrate them all in the Capital - at 

the State and Federal levels. But, when we have as talented 

and energetic country as America, it is a great waste to 

direct things from Washington, or just from State Capitals. 

Indeed, I have found that when we move slowly in Washington, 

we tend to encourage opportunities to open up elsewhe re in 

the country. 

America has the most educated, resourceful and widely 

diverse talent of a ny country on earth. It is an enormous 

waste of human resources to concentrate initiative in 

Washington when the whole fabric of American society is 

bursting with intelligence and creativity. 

It h as been gr a t i fying to me to be able to devote some 

of my time and e nergy over the last two years changing the 

Executive Branch of the Federal government to conform with 

my view that government should not be allowed to get too 

big. I have found that keeping down the growth of govern-

ment requires the vigorous efforts of the Chief Executive. 
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The Executive Branch has about 11,000 fewer employees 

today than it had when I took office . The decline isn't 

dramatic, but it is real and it tells us that the trend 

toward bigger government can be reversed with hard work. 

In addition, we have been able to increase by 24% the 

portion of the Federal budget returned to our State and 

local communities. We have reduced Federal paperwork by 

over 12 %, and my personal office -- the White House -- now 

has nearly 10% fewer employees than when I took office. 

That didn't happen by accident. It happened because I 

directed it to happen and because I followed up to make 

sure that it did happen. 

I suspect that Governor Carter knows how hard it is to 

reduce the growth of government because while he was Governor, 

the State employment in Georgia rose by 24%, from 34,332 to 

42,400. However, the most outrageous example of growth in 

government is the Congress of the United States. Its staff 

has grown 84% in the last ten years, which makes it the 

fastest growing industry in the country. 
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CONSU.MERS AND REGULATORY REFORM 

I will not accept any claim that my Administration 

has not resulted in a better deal for consumers. 

I have moved with more vigor and results than any 

President of this century to provide real relief to the 

consumer and to small and family businesses by attacking 

the problem of government interference. 

I know that prosperity does not trickle down from 

Washington. It comes from the energies of the American 

people. We in Washington must assure that these energies 

are not stifled by too much interference. 

I also know that low prices cannot be dictated from 

Washington. However, Washington can and should guarantee 

competition by vigorous enforcement of antitrust laws. 

Also, we must continue to strip away regulatory controls 

when they suppress competition. 

We've made significant progress in this area, but there 

is still an enormous a mount to do. For example: 

• 

• 

• 

We have repealed the Federal Fair Trade laws 

which made the consumers pay unnecessarily hig 
• c::i 

prices. 

We have increased civil and criminal penalties 

for antitrust violations. 

·-x 0 R 

We have brought competition back to the railroads 

for the first time since 1887. 
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Although I have brought some extremely capable and 

independent thinking men and women into the regulatory 

agencies, there is still a lot of dead wood that needs 

to be cut out and replaced by people who will fight against 

the concentration of power in businesses and special interest 

groups. 

And, in this area, as in so many other areas, Congre$S 

continues to dig its heels in and oppose my efforts to 

change some of the archaic and absurd legislation which 

has been on the books for years . 

In May o f this year, I sent to Congress the "Agenda 

for Government Reform Act" which essentially is a master 

plan for subjecting all government regulations to a 

systemati c reexamination and reform over the next four 

years. Congress hasn't acted . I hope to receive a mandate 

from the people this November which I can use to force 

Congress into action on this and other reform legislation 

I have already submitted and will continue to propose . 

I think it would be useful in this important area of 

consumerism and government regulation for me to say a word 

on why Congress has not acted on my proposals. It's not 

just that they have a 2-to-l majority from the opposite (f'°.Fi;;i' 
<\ .,.,. 

party; the real problem is that I am asking them to take\: :l 
\ v,) .::,0-

\ ,.•' 
the hard road of totally reforming the Federal government. 

Instead, they want the easy way out which, in this case, 
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is to create another government agency to oversee all 

the existing agencies and their regulations. The Congress 

wants to create a consumer protection agency which will 

simply add to the size of the Federal government, as a 

substitute for my proposal which is to reexamine all 

existing agencies and their regulations, with an eye to 

cutting them back where possible. 

I am unalterably opposed to this easy road out. The 

answer to our problems of Federal regulation and lack of 

better consumer protection is not to create another Federal 

agency. The answer is to get rid of the regulations we 

don't need. The answer is to get rid of the Federal 

agencies we don't need. The answer is to strictly enforce 

appropriate laws and regulations to help consumers. 




